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Pg # Event Correction/addition

5 Gen. 14. g. Add "hip"  Incorrect padding (Gymnast wearing heel/hip pads on bars)

6 Gen. 14. add  "u.  Failure to mark the boundary line on additional matting which covers the boundary line." 0.10

20 Gen.

C. 2. Medium Faults: Add  g.  Additional trunk movements to maintain balance/control upon landing of UB/BB dismounts and Floor acro 

elements  Up to 0.20 This applies to "stuck landings" but uses trunk movements to avoid steps. 

20 Gen. C. 3. Large Faults, b. Add "on the beam"   Additional movements to maintain balance on the beam.

21 Gen.

Clarification on steps on landing at top of page. Add #3. Maximum deduction of 0.40 for any number of steps (small or large); however, if the 

gymnast takes steps out of control leading to a fall, only the 0.50 deduction for a fall is applied.

23 Gen. VII. C. 3. d. change unallowable to restricted: Performance of restricted elements (0.50 each)

32 Vault 4. 1st bullet: Change reference to vault #4.303 to #4.403

35 Vault

Clarification on steps on landing at middle of page. Add #3. There is a maximum deduction of 0.40 for any number of steps (small or large); 

however, if the gymnast takes steps out of control leading to a fall, only the 0.50 deduction for a fall is applied.

34 Vault 5. Other /deductions, Add new i.  Level 6-9 gymnast performs a restricted vault for their level   VOID

69 Bars 7. b. Change 2nd sentence to read "See #6 regarding contacting the bar or mat with the feet."

69 Bars 8. Weiler Kip. Add to the beginning of the first sentence "Ideally"

83 Bars
I. Slight/Small Faults: A. Add "sickled" to read Flexed/sickled feet on Value-Part elements                                                                                                              

E.  Add "s" to leg to read "Legs crossed during salto dismounts with twist

83 Bars

II. Medium Faults: Add. I. Additional trunk movements to maintain balance/control upon landing of dismount    Up to 0.20 . This applies to 

"stuck landings" but uses trunk movements to avoid steps. 

83 Bars

III. Large Faults: B. Insufficient exactness of stretched position; change deduction to Each time Up to 0.20                                                                                 

Both bullets: change deductions for arch and hip (delete "s") angle    to Up to 0.20                                                                                                                                                           

Move this deduction to Medium Faults J and delete from Large Faults

83 Bars

D. Delete: Additional trunk movements to maintain balance Up to 0.30  (moved to medium faults I. and amended)  Change letters of remaining 

deductions after deleting D

83 Bars III. Large Faults: Replace B. with:  Insufficient extension (open)  of body prior to landing of  dismount     Up to 0.30     

84 Bars V. Chief Judge Deductions: B. Add hip to read "Incorrect padding (use of heel/hip pads)

101 Bars #2.301 3rd illustration- 1st symbol should be moved up to the 2nd illustration (cast HS with ½ turn) 

103 Bars #2.303  1st description: move "also with ½ turn (180°)" down above the 2nd illustration

103 Bars #2.403  1st diagram delete the 3rd-6th figures and replace with the last 4 figures with 360°

109 Bars #3.406  1st illustration symbol is incorrect. Refer to the 2nd symbol on the Bar symbol chart.

117 Bars #5.403  2nd illustration symbol should have a "dot" after the twist to indicate transfer to Low bar.

122 Bars #6.104  Change description to :"Clear straddle circle backward to clear straddle "L" support"

122 Bars #6.204  Change description to: "Stalder circle backward to clear support"

144 Beam IV. A. 2, Change reference in parenthesis to Chapter 1. I. to E. for matting information., 

155 Beam q. Change #8.404 to #8.504

164 Beam C. Insufficient use of entire beam apparatus. Move the deduction of Up to 0.10 down to C. !. Insufficient level changes throughout the exercise

164 Beam V. C. Deduction for Failure to land with feet/legs together on jumps/leaps that land on 2 feet in side position  Add Each Up to 0.10

165 Beam I. A. Slight/Small Faults, #1. Add "sickled" to read: Flexed/sickled feet during Value Parts
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165 Beam

I. B. Medium Faults:   Delete #2 Relaxed/incorrect footwork on non-value parts (it's on page 164 under Spec. Exec. Deductions) and replace it with  

"Additional trunk movements to maintain balance/control upon landing of dismount  Up to 0.20 "                                                                                                            

This applies to "stuck landings" but uses trunk movements to avoid steps.         

166 Beam C. Large Faults, #2. Add to end of sentence "on the beam". Additional movements to maintain balance on the beam.  Up to 0.30

166 Beam C. Large Faults, #4 Delete "salto"  Insufficient height of dismounts  Up to 0.30

166 Beam

C. Large Faults: Delete #6. Relaxed/incorrect leg position/body posture… (it is on page 164 under Specific Exec. Deductions) and replace with 

"Insufficient extension (open)  of body prior to landing of Acro  or dismount elements  Up to 0.30"

166 Beam D. Very Large Faults, #6. Exercise shorter than 30 seconds (complete or incomplete) Add (Chief Judge)

168 Beam II. B. Examples of B + D: Move #1 and #2 down under B + E as examples #3 and #4.

168 Beam II. B. Example #3 of B + D  change Full twisting flic-flac swing down (E) to (D)

169 Beam  D + D  Example #1:  change Full twisting flic-flac swing down (E) to (D)

171 Beam B + D  Example #26/9/2013 change Full twisting flic-flac swing down (E) to (D)

171 Beam 2nd C + C: Using different "C" dance elements or Dance/Acro elements (delete 2nd "or dance/acro elements")

183 Beam Add #1.114 Front Walkover (hands on springboard) to sit on the beam = A    Symbol will be added to the Beam Symbol chart and posted.

195 Beam #3.303  Delete repeated words  "without hand holding leg"

196 Beam #3.306 2nd illustration Add symbol: 

197 Beam #3.208  Description 1/1 turn (360°) flank circle, legs together. Delete the rest of the description for 3.309 that is listed under 3.208. The symbol is 

201 Beam #5.204  Change description to "Clear pike "V" or "straddle" support (2 sec.)

210 Beam #7.403 Under first description of Aerial Cartwheel, also from stand on one leg, -swing free leg through backward add symbol: 

217 Beam #8.301  2nd illustration symbol - delete the "check" after the two vertical lines indicating the two foot take off

219 Beam  #8.504  1st element description: Salto backward stretched with legs together: Illustration is incorrect (shows Layout step-out) 

234 Floor D. Difficulty Restrictions #2 Level 9:  a. All A, B and C elements, D/E dance elements and a maximum of one D/E Acro element are allowed on FX.

236 Floor
#4. Example: 2nd sentence should read: If the turn is completed to within 89° or less of the designated degree of turn, it will be awarded the higher 

Value Part.  The diagram is incorrect and will be replaced and a new page will be posted on the website.

238 Floor j. Under note: Refers to #2.209 but should be #2.208

249 Floor I. A. Slight/Small Faults, #1. Add "sickled" to read: Flexed/sickled feet during Value Parts Add to deduction Each time 0.05

249 Floor I. B. Medium Faults: Add #14. Additional trunk movements to maintain balance/control upon landing of Acro elements Up to 0.20                                    

This applies to "stuck landings" but uses trunk movements to avoid steps. 

250 Floor C. Large Faults - Delete  #2.  Replace with " Insufficient extension (open)  of body prior to landing of Acro  elements   Up to 0.30"

252 Floor II. A. D/E Salto series: Last example is missing the symbol for Round-off 

253 Floor #3 at top of page: A/B + A/B + D/E

259 Floor IV. A. Example: Values need to move to the Left to be under the corresponding element
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Lev. 10 Vlt. Chart Level 10 Vault chart: Note at bottom-2nd sentence should indicate: No bonus for the "following" 10.0 Vaults...

Lev. 9 Vlt. Chart Level 9 Vault chart: Group 1: #1.307 1/1 on - 1/1 "off"            

Lev. 9 Vlt. Chart Group IV: Change # 4.201  to #4.203       and change #4.302 to  #4.303

Level 6-8 

and 9/10 

Cheat 

sheet

Bar Execution: Add "Additional trunk movements to maintain balance on dismount  Up to 0.20"                                                                                                                   

add:  Insufficient exactness of body shape - N, V, /    Up to 0.20                                                                                                                                                                      

Add:  Insufficient extension (open)  of body prior to landing of dismount    Up to 0.30                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Level 6-8 

and 9/10 

Cheat 

sheet

Beam Execution: Add "Additional trunk movements to maintain balance on dismount  Up to 0.20"                                                                                           

add:  Insufficient exactness of body shape - N, V, /    Up to 0.20                                                                                                                                                                                                        

Add:  Insufficient extension (open)  of body prior to landing of Acro elements and dismount    Up to 0.30                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Level 6-8 

and 9/10 

Cheat 

sheet

Floor Execution: Add "Additional trunk movements to maintain balance on Acro elements  Up to 0.20"                                                                                          

add:  Insufficient exactness of body shape - N, V, /    Up to 0.20                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Add:  Insufficient extension (open)  of body prior to landing of Acro elements and dismount    Up to 0.30                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Level 6-8 

and 9/10 

Cheat 

sheet

General Execution (last column on right): Add:                                                                                                                                                                                               

Insufficient exactness of body shape - N, V, /    Up to 0.20   (Change Insuff. Stretch from Up to 0.30 to Up to 0.20                                                           

Insufficient extension (open)  of body prior to landing  -Applies to UB/BB dismounts & Floor Acro 

Opt. Req. 

Chart

Level 6: Difficulty Restrictions: Add to allowable C's on Bars: Back stalder to HS & Pike sole circle bwd. to HS                                                                       

Beam Special Req.  Level 6 - #1 & Level 7 #1b: Delete the word "Both" in the parenthesis                                                                                                                                                     

Floor Spec. Req.  Level 6  #3: Change Leap split req. from 150° to 180°

APPENDIX ITEMS


